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A century on from Virginia Woolf’s much-debated claim that “on or 
about December 1910, human character changed,” this essay takes the 
opportunity to reassess its import not as the provocation to her contem-
poraries that seems to have been intended, or as a statement of original-
!"#$%&'"%!(%)%*!+",-!.)/%0(10/,20%"*)"%0(.,32)++0+%4,,/56+%,7(%8."!,()/%
,0'1-0%7!"*!(%)%"-)9!"!,(%,5%-02-0+0("!(:%7,30(%!(%8."!,(;1 This tradi-
tion is rhetorical and literary rather than essentialist; it engages with 
representations and associations rather than directly with psychologi-
.)/% ,-% 2*!/,+,2*!.)/% <'0+"!,(+% )&,'"% 20-+,()/!"#% ,-% !90("!"#;%=+% +'.*$%
“character” should be understood as involving a series of recognizable 
.,90+%,-% "-,20+%2/)#09% "*-,':*%(07%.,("0>"+;%=%2!,(00-%,5%?+"-0)3%,5%
.,(+.!,'+(0++@%2-,+0%)(9%A,90-(!+"%8."!,($%4,,/5%!+%(,-3)//#%-0)9%5,-%
her innovations in representing selfhood; this experimentalism, I shall 
suggest, is built on a bedrock of familiar imagery that reveals her in-
1,/1030("%!(%)%.,("!('!(:%/!"0-)-#%"-)9!"!,(%,5%.*)-)."0-%-02-0+0(")"!,(;%
Her interest in late nineteenth-century and contemporary developments 
in depth psychology notwithstanding, Woolf’s revolutionary prose style 
shows evidence of her careful reading of previous literary evocations of 
.*)-)."0-$%2)-"!.'/)-/#%"*0%.*)-)."0-+%,5%7,30(;%4*)"%!+%)"%!++'0$%"*0($%!+%
not primarily existential questions about whether character “is” innate, 
self-fashioned, or merely linguistic, but rather critical or representation-
al issues of how literary character has been evoked so as to create cer-
")!(%-0+2,(+0+%!(%-0)90-+;%B(%"*0%2-,.0++$%*,7010-$%"*0%/)-:0-%0>!+"0("!)/%
questions are implicitly invoked, and shown to be not novel concerns of 
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1 Earlier versions of this paper were given as talk at the University of Glasgow (Decem-
&0-%CDEDF%)(9%"*0%G0&-07%H(!10-+!"#%,5%I0-'+)/03%JA)-.*%CDEEF;%B%)3%:-)"05'/%",%303&0-+%
of the audience on both occasions for comments and questions which have helped to clarify 
"*0%)-:'30(";%4,,/56+%2*-)+0%.,30+%5-,3%"*0%0++)#%?A-;%K0((0""%)(9%A-+;%K-,7(@%JELCMF$%
&)+09%,(%)%2)20-%-0)9%",%"*0%G0-0"!.+$%N)3&-!9:0$%,(%A)#%EM$%ELCOP%+00%?N*)-)."0-%!(%Q!.-
"!,($@%!(%4,,/5%ELMMR%OCE;
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modernist psychology but continuing issues in literary understandings of 
the concept of “character” itself, at least as far back as the seventeenth 
.0("'-#;

I begin with a passage from Woolf’s last published novel, Between the 
Acts%JELOEF$%)"%"*0%3,30("%7*0(%)(%0/90-/#%7,3)($%)%/!""/0%9!+,-!0(")"09%
but swept up in the thespian wave of a village pageant of English history, 
attempts to express her gratitude to its frustrated and irascible but ideal-
istic stage manager, Miss La Trobe: 

Mrs Swithin, laying hold desperately of a fraction of her meaning, said: 
?4*)"%)%+3)//%2)-"%B610%*)9%",%2/)#S%K'"%#,'610%3)90%30%500/%B%.,'/9%*)10%
2/)#09%;%;%;%N/0,2)"-)S@
T*0%(,9909%&0"700(%"*0%"-03&/!(:%&'+*0+%)(9%)3&/09%,55;
U*0%1!//):0-+%7!(V09;%?K)""#@%7)+%"*0%7,-9%5,-%,/9%Q/!3+#$%&-0)V!(:%

"*-,':*%"*0%&'+*0+;
?B%3!:*"%*)10%&00(%W%N/0,2)"-)$@%A!++%X)%U-,&0%-020)"09;%?Y,'610%

+"!--09%!(%30%3#%'()."09%2)-"$@%+*0%30)(";%JCDEER%EEDF

Shakespeare is a constant touchstone for Miss La Trobe’s aspirations, as 
5,-%A-+%T7!"*!(6+%'(90-+")(9!(:%,5%"*0%2):0)("6+%!32,-";%U*0%!32-0+)-!,%
!(+"!(."!10/#%:-)+2+% "*0%.,35,-"%,550-09% !(%?,/9%Q/!3+#6+@%3'99/09%)"-
tempt to convey, amidst the other villagers’ carping incomprehension, 
*0-%)22-0.!)"!,(%,5%"*0%/!&0-)"!(:%2,++!&!/!"!0+%,5%X)%U-,&06+%1!+!,(;%A-+%
Swithin’s moment of rapture both expresses her personal sense of self-
transcendence and (recalling the setting of Between the Acts on the eve 
of the outbreak of war in 1939) voices a sense of tragic foreboding and 
:-!05%5,-%"*0%/,++%,5%)//%,'-%'()."09%J)(9%20-*)2+%'(-0.,10-)&/0F%2)-"+;%40%
might want to understand Woolf’s reference to Shakespeare’s tragedy at 
this point in the novel both as a wry comedy of disproportion (dotty old 
widow fantasizes Egyptian empress), and as a parable of empire at its 
3,30("%,5%9!++,/'"!,(;%U*0+0%)-0%(,"% )/"0-()"!10+$%,5% .,'-+0P% !"%7,'/9%
be a mistake to circumscribe the implicative reach of this richly layered 
&,,V;%U*!+%?3,30("%,5%&0!(:@%!(%"*0%Z,7%,5%"!30%7*0(%.*)-)."0-%.-#+")/-
lizes into self-expression suggests its multi-faceted nature, as implying 
the “unacted” as well as acted “parts”: those aspects of personality which 
remain implicit, repressed, or simply unrepresented in any manifesta-
"!,(;%U*0%2)++):0%)/+,$%-)"*0-%3,1!(:/#$%.)".*0+%)%:/!32+0%,5%-0)/%'(90--
standing between two women who, like the other characters in the novel, 
Z,)"%5,-%"*0%3,+"%2)-"%2)+"%,(0%)(,"*0-%!(%!(+'/)"09%&'&&/0+%,(%+"-0)3+%
,5%!(.,33'(!.)&/0%.,(+.!,'+(0++%J4,,/5%ELLDR%E[\][[F;%U*0%!3):0%,5%
.*)-)."0-%"*0#%+*)-0%!(%"*!+%3,30("%!+%.*)-:09%7!"*%+!:(!8.)(.0R%N/0,2)-
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"-)$%"*0%:-0)"0+"%503)/0%?2)-"@%,5%)//%"!30$%)%7,3)(%,5%?!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#;@2

“The novel,” Woolf famously wrote, “is a very remarkable machine 
5,-%"*0%.-0)"!,(%,5%*'3)(%.*)-)."0-;@3 Alluding again to Shakespeare’s 
*0-,!(0%!(%?A-%K0((0""%)(9%A-+%K-,7($@%4,,/56+%?^(:/!+*$@%?Q-0(.*@%
)(9%?_'++!)(@%10-+!,(+%,5%"*0%8."!,()/%A-+%K-,7(%!(%)%-)!/7)#%.)--!):0%
suggest that “character” is always a literary construction in which the 
writer’s choices are determined as much by her own circumstances as by 
"*0%903)(9+%,5%"*0%+'&`0."R%?A-+%K-,7(%.)(%&0%"-0)"09%!(%)(%!(8(!"0%1)-!-
ety of ways according to the age, country, and temperament of the writer” 
JELMMR%a\F;%=%507%#0)-+%/)"0-$%!(%?4,30(%)(9%Q!."!,($@%4,,/5%(,"0+%"*0%
problem of how to represent in language the texture of a woman’s experi-
ence when the substantive events that constitute it to an external view are 
private and ephemeral:

not only do women submit less readily to observation than men, but their 
/!10+%)-0%5)-% /0++% "0+"09%)(9%0>)3!(09%&#% "*0%,-9!()-#%2-,.0++0+%,5% /!50;%
b5"0(%(,"*!(:%")(:!&/0%-03)!(+%,5%)%7,3)(6+%9)#;%U*0%5,,9%"*)"%*)+%&00(%
cooked is eaten; the children that have been nursed have gone out into the 
7,-/9;%4*0-0%9,0+%"*0%)..0("%5)//c%4*)"%!+%"*0%+)/!0("%2,!("%5,-%"*0%(,10/-
!+"%",%+0!d0%'2,(c%B"%!+%9!58.'/"%",%+)#;%G0-%/!50%*)+%)(%)(,(#3,'+%.*)-)."0-%
7*!.*%!+%&)5Z!(:%)(9%2'dd/!(:%!(%"*0%0>"-030;%Q,-%"*0%8-+"%"!30$%"*!+%9)-V%
.,'("-#%!+%&0:!((!(:%",%&0%0>2/,-09%!(%8."!,(;%JEL[[$%BBR%EO[F

We might read this as Woolf taking issue with the failure of existing rep-
resentational conventions to register adequately for a reader — and what 
would constitute “adequacy” is of course arguable — the sense of what 
)%7,3)(6+%/!50$%)+%/!109$%50/"% /!V0;%G0-%8."!,(%7-!"!(:%7)+%2-0,..'2!09%
by the question of how far inner realities may ever be rendered in com-
3'(!.)&/0%/)(:'):0;%

Woolf’s provocation about the change in human character in the es-
+)#%,(%=-(,/9%K0((0""%<',"09%)&,10%7)+$%"*0($%)%+")"030("%)&,'"%7-!"-
!(:$%)(%)0+"*0"!.%3)(!50+",;%B"%2,!("09%2-!3)-!/#%(,"%",%)%-0)/%)/"0-)"!,(%
in human nature (however one might describe that), but to the possibili-
ties for representing character in prose — more particularly, this “anony-
mous” character of hidden experience, the “unacted parts” implied in 
-02-0+0("09%+0/5*,,9;%B(%)(%0-)%,5%3)++%30.*)(!d)"!,($%!"%7)+%)%<'0+"!,(%
of how an artistic representation of “the human” might emerge from the 

2 William Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra$%BB;CR%Ce[;
3 ?A-%K0((0""%)(9%A-+%K-,7($@ 4,,/5%ELMMR%eMO;
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*!:*/#%0550."!10%"0.*(,/,:#%,5%"*0%2,2'/)-%-0)/!+"%(,10/;%40%3!:*"%+)#$%!(%
other words, that it concerned the nature of representation rather than of 
essence or identity: the existential questions about what a woman’s life 
“is” were addressed not as philosophical or psychological issues but as 
!++'0+%,5%+"#/0$%)(9%,5%5-'+"-)"!,(%)+%70//%)+%)..,32/!+*30(";%^>2/,-!(:%
the “dark country” of consciousness would involve Woolf, too, I shall 
suggest, in the abandoned potentialities of the selves and characters that 
3!:*"%*)10%&00(;O 
4,,/5%7)+%9!++)"!+809$%)+%20,2/0%"0(9%",%&0$%3,-0%7!"*%*0-%!3309!)"0%

/!"0-)-#%)("0.090("+%?"*0%f!.",-!)(+@%J=-(,/9%K0((0""%&0!(:%?"*0!-@%+20-
cial representative), than with their forebears, with whom she made some 
.,33,(%.)'+0;%G0-%0++)#+%+'::0+"%"*)"%+*0%5,'(9%3,-0%",%*0-%2'-2,+-
es in eighteenth-century writing: Daniel Defoe, or Laurence Sterne, or 
I)30+%K,+70//$%5,-%0>)32/0;%G0-%9!+.'++!,(%,5%g05,0%7)+%)(%,..)+!,()/%
piece written to commemorate the bicentenary of Robinson Crusoe, a 
book which had, she noted, “given [its author] a kind of anonymous 
:/,-#@%"*)"%*)+%,&+.'-09%*!+%-02-0+0(")"!,(+%,5%7,30(;%?b(%)(#%3,('-
30("%;%;%;%"*0%()30+%,5%Moll Flanders and Roxana%;%;%;%+*,'/9%&0%.)-109%
)+%9002/#%)+%"*0%()30%,5%g05,0@%JELMOR%MaF;%B%7)("%",%/!(V%"*0%?)(,(#-
mous glory” she ascribes to a great creator of female subjects with the 
“anonymous character” of women’s lives for which Woolf’s own writing 
+"-'::/09%",%8(9%)(%)90<')"0%!9!,3;%G0-%+#32)"*#%7!"*%3)-:!()//#%+0/5h
-0Z0."!10%*0-,!(0+%/!V0%g05,06+%3)V0+%!"%./0)-%"*)"%"*0%-02-0+0(")"!,()/%
issue was how to portray interiority (“the Victorians,” after all, were the 
great masters of psychologism who played out the fates of their latter-
day Molls and Roxanas —George Eliot’s Hetty Sorel or Hardy’s Tess of 
the D’Urbervilles, for example) not in terms of verbalized experience 
or conceptual articulacy on the part of the character but through care-
fully choreographed interactions within the plot that revealed their own 
limited comprehension of the train of events into which their actions and 
-0+2,(+0+%+702"%"*03;%U*0%!++'0%",%7*!.*%4,,/5%)99-0++09%*0-+0/5%3,-0%
2)-"!.'/)-/#%7)+%*,7%",%-02-0+0("% "*0%)99!"!,()/% /)#0-%,5% "*)"%?&)5Z!(:%
and puzzling” “anonymous character” that eludes analysis or explana-

O%Erving Goffman’s The Presentation of the Self in Everyday Life (1959) and the tradition 
of sociological and sociolinguistic concern with “character” associated with it, used images 
,5%"*0)"-!.)/!"#%",%)99-0++0+%<'0+"!,(+%,5%+0/10+%?)."!(:@%2)-"+%!(%,-9!()-#%*'3)(%!("0-.,'-+0;%
I would argue that Woolf’s writing (and that of the literary antecedents with whom this es-
+)#%!+%.,(.0-(09F%)("!.!2)"09%)(9%,550-09%10-&)/%3,90/+%5,-%"*!+%!(Z'0("!)/%!("0-2-0")"!,(%,5%
+,.!)/%!("0-)."!,(;
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tion: something that we might call the texture of experiencing, the living-
(0++%,5%&0!(:;

The philosophical underpinning of this sense of the mind and its ex-
tension into the world in the forms of personal identity and character 
was essentially that of another eighteenth-century literary pioneer, the 
philosopher David Hume: Woolf’s, like his, was a skeptical epistemol-
ogy that found in the medium of theater an appropriate metaphor for the 
20-5,-3)"!10% ()"'-0% ,5% .*)-)."0-;% B(1,V!(:% )% 9!550-0("% 20-!,9!.!"#$% )(9%
casting backwards two centuries from Between the Acts, we may identify 
both conceptual and verbal continuities between the eighteenth-century 
writing that Woolf admired, and that stirring but unacted part of Cleopa-
"-)%!(%)//%*0-%!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#%!("'!"09%&#%A-+%T7!"*!(;%U*0%.*)!(%,5%)//'-
+!,(%.)+"+%)%/!""/0%3,-0%/!:*"$%20-*)2+$%!(",%"*0%&)5Z!(:%)(9%2'dd/!(:%9)-V%
.,'("-#%,5%503)/0%.*)-)."0-%"*)"%4,,/56+%8."!,(%0>2/,-0+$%)(9%+'::0+"+%
an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary model for her modernist ex-
20-!30("+%!(%8."!,(;%G0-0%!+%G'306+%Treatise of Human Nature$%!(%EaeLR

b'-%0#0+%.)((,"%"'-(%!(%"*0!-%+,.V0"+%7!"*,'"%1)-#!(:%,'-%20-.02"!,(+;%b'-%
thought is still more variable than our sight; and all our other senses and 
faculties contribute to this change; nor is there any single power of the 
+,'/$%7*!.*%-03)!(+%'()/"0-)&/#%"*0%+)30$%20-*)2+%5,-%,(0%3,30(";%U*0%
mind is a kind of theatre, where several perceptions successively make 
"*0!-%)220)-)(.0P%2)++$%-0h2)++$%:/!90%)7)#$%)(9%3!(:/0%!(%)(%!(8(!"0%1)-!-
0"#%,5%2,+"'-0+%)(9%+!"')"!,(+;%U*0-0%!+%2-,20-/#%(,%simplicity in it at one 
time, nor identity in different; whatever natural propension we may have 
",%!3):!(0%"*)"%+!32/!.!"#%)(9%!90("!"#;%U*0%.,32)-!+,(%,5%"*0%theatre must 
(,"%3!+/0)9%'+;%U*0#%)-0%"*0%+'..0++!10%20-.02"!,(+%,(/#$%"*)"%.,(+"!"'"0%
the mind; nor have we the most distant notion of the place, where these 
+.0(0+%)-0%-02-0+0("09$%,-%,5%"*0%3)"0-!)/+$%,5%7*!.*%!"%!+%.,32,+69;%;%;%;%
All the nice and subtile questions concerning personal identity can never 
possibly be decided, and are to be regarded rather as grammatical than as 
2*!/,+,2*!.)/%9!58.'/"!0+;%B90("!"#%9020(9+%,(%"*0%-0/)"!,(+%,5%!90)+;%;%;%;%
All the disputes concerning the identity of connected objects are merely 
10-&)/$%0>.02"%+,%5)-%)+%"*0%-0/)"!,(%,5%2)-"+%:!10+%-!+0%",%+,30%8."!,(%,-%
!3):!()-#%2-!(.!2/0%,5%'(!,(;%JE;O;[;O$%ELCMR%C\C]\eF

Given Hume’s reference here to the theater, and the knowledge that his 
and his philosophical contemporaries’ prose reveals of Shakespeare’s 
2/)#+$%!"%!+%*)-9%",%&0/!010%"*)"%"*0%-050-0(.0%",%"*0%?!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#@%,5%
+0/5h-02-0+0(")"!,()/%2,++!&!/!"!0+%!+%5,-"'!",'+;%U*!+%2)++):0%.,(.0-(!(:%
the empirical evidence (or lack of it) for continuous personal identity 
suggests the possibility of extreme skepticism about the existence of a 
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?+0/5@%)+%+'.*$%9!+"!(."%5-,3%!"+%3'/"!2/0%3)(!50+")"!,(+;%4*!/0%70%.)(-
not doubt that Hume entertained the idea as a theoretical possibility (and 
bequeathed it as a problem to subsequent philosophical approaches to 
personal identity), both the Shakespearian echo and the subsequent sec-
tions of the Treatise%+'::0+"%"*)"%*!+%'(90-+")(9!(:%7)+%3,-0%.,32/0>;%
Taking into account the continuities of experience offered by memory 
and imagination and inevitably mediated through language, the allusion 
to Shakespeare’s heroine makes a little more sense of the reference it 
+*)-0+%7!"*%4,,/56+%A-+%K-,7(;%U*0%<',")"!,(% !(%&,"*%.)+0+%-050-+% ",%
Enobarbus’s description of Cleopatra’s enthralling charm:

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale
G0-%!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#R%,"*0-%7,30(%./,#
The appetites they feed: but she makes hungry
4*0-0%3,+"%+*0%+)"!+80+%JT*)V0+20)-0%ELL\R%BB;C;CO\]OMF

The Egyptian queen plays all characters, but cannot be caught in any one: 
this epitome of character as performance both does and does not conceal 
"*0% )(,(#3!"#% ,5% 0++0(.0;% B"% !+% (,"% "*)"%N/0,2)"-)% 9,0+% (,"% 0>!+"% )+% )%
person; on the contrary, her stage presence for the audience and fascina-
tion for the other characters within the frame of the play emphasizes her 
2/0(!"'90$%!5%(,"%+'20-Z'!"#$%,5%?.*)-)."0-;@%U*0%2,!("%!+%-)"*0-%"*)(%"*0+0%
multiple representations reveal some truths about the selves “she” can 
2/)#%7!"*,'"%0>*)'+"!(:%"*0%2,++!&!/!"!0+%5,-%7*,%+*0%?!+;@%

Character underpinned what Charles Taylor has called the “repertory” 
,5% "*0%?+,.!)/% !3):!()-#@%,5%0!:*"00("*h.0("'-#%.'/"'-0% JCDDOR%EE\F;% B"%
was a commodity equivalent to reputation — particularly for women; in 
ethical, political and economic discussion it is inseparable from repre-
+0(")"!,(;%̂ (/!:*"0(30("%7-!"!(:%.,(8:'-09%"*0%-0/)"!,(+*!2%&0"700(%"*0%
“study of the mind of man” and the representation of “private” character 
in striking ways: its public story of character was one of communicabil-
ity; character was about persona: “self” was a public projection as much 
)+%)%2-!1)"0%)""-!&'"0;% B(%=/0>)(90-%i,206+%8-+"%Moral Epistle, “Of the 
Characters of Men,” Viscount Cobham was put forward as an exemplary 
representative, legible to others and securely placed in the social nar-
-)"!10;%i,++0++!,(%,5%+'.*%)%.*)-)."0-%!32/!09%)%-!:*"%",%2,-"-)#%)(9%)--
"!.'/)"0%!"$%",%908(0%!"%5,-%,"*0-+$%)(9%",%:)!(%)91)("):0%5-,3%!"+%+0.'-!"#;%
Irrespective of genre, in polite culture the personal attributes and social 
5'(."!,(%,5%?.*)-)."0-@%70-0%!(0>"-!.)&/0;%i,206+%T0.,(9%Moral Epistle, 
“To a Lady, of the Characters of Women,” provocatively summarizes the 
gendered nature of public character and connects its material and ethical 
connotations through metaphors of inscription and impression:
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Nothing so true as what you once let fall,
?A,+"%4,30(%*)10%(,%N*)-)."0-+%)"%)//;@
Matter too soft a lasting mark to bear,
=(9%&0+"%9!+"!(:'!+*69%&#%&/).V$%&-,7($%,-%5)!-;%JEL[eR%\[DF

The poem is a highly sympathetic sequence of studies in frustration: of 
women distracted by their own economic and cultural inconsequence, 
8"5'//#%90+!-!(:%)(9%9!+9)!(!(:%"*0%:,,9+$%"*0%+")"'+$%,-%"*0%0>20-!0(.0+%
of tenderness that might render their existences, for a moment, stable and 
30)(!(:5'/;%B(%"*0%&,9#%,5%"*0%2,03%i,20%)'9).!,'+/#%-02-0+0("+%7,30(%
)+%0!"*0-%2-0#%",%8>09%,&+0++!,(+%,-%J3,-0%/!V0%+,30%,5%4,,/56+%503)/0%
characters) labile creatures, driven by the conditions that constrain them 
",%?!32,"0(.0%,5%3!(9;@%^>./'909%5-,3%.,(+0<'0("!)/%)."!,(%&#%)%2,/!"#%
that permitted only men to develop the prudent, regulated public forms 
of “character,” expected instead to embody compliance and accessibility, 
they become wildly plastic, liable to unpredictable and uncontrollable 
30")3,-2*,+!+;% ?jkl-0)"%=",++)% ;% ;% ;% T.)-.0% ,(.0% *0-+0/5$% &#% "'-(+% )//%
Womankind,” whirls about in undirected rage against the conditions of 
*0-%/!50R%?m,%"*,':*"%)91)(.0+$%&'"%*0-%̂ 99#%K-)!(%n%4*!+V+%!"%)&,'"$%)(9%
9,7(%!"%:,0+%):)!(@%JEL[eR%\[e][OF;
K#%1!-"'0%,5%"*0!-%2'&/!.%-,/0+$%30(%0(`,#%)%30",(#3!.%,-%-02-0+0(")-

tive function that stabilizes their transactional relation to their surround-
!(:+;%g02-!109%,5%2'&/!.%0>2-0++!,($%7,30(%J7!"*%)%507%0>.02"!,(+F%)-0%
+!"')"!,()//#%908(09$%"*0!-%?.*)-)."0-@%(,"%)%2-,20-"#%!(%7*!.*%)%2'&/!.%
+0/5%.)(%./)!3%,7(0-+*!2;%B5%7,30(%are “seen” in private, it is men who 
)-0%9,!(:%"*0%/,,V!(:;%B(%2'&/!.$%&#%"*!+%"!30$%7,30(%70-0%&0!(:%/,,V09%
at as characters in the theater, as Kristina Straub (1992) and others have 
pointed out, but the actresses who played them were, socially, women of 
“no character”: projecting female roles on stage effectively forfeited that 
reserve of private integrity from public view that was held to constitute 
"*0%503!(!(0%.*)-)."0-;%U*0%!++'0$%,(.0%):)!($%.,(.0-(+%-02-0+0(")"!,()/%
possibilities rather than social and political realities; at all social levels 
and in all walks of life there were, of course, women (as recent biogra-
2*!0+%,5%8:'-0+%)+%9!550-0("%)+%T)-)*%N*'-.*!//%)(9%A)-#%_,&!(+,(%+*,7F%
7*,%,..'2!09%2,+!"!,(+%,5%!(Z'0(.0%)(9%0>0-.!+09%2,70-%!(%90+2!"0%,5%
2-01)!/!(:% 0.,(,3!.% )(9% 2,/!"!.)/% 9!+0(5-)(.*!+030(";5 The gendering 
of representation is constitutive: the reservation of feminine character 
in public (the kind of self-reserve embodied in Pope’s addressee Martha 

5 T00$%5,-%0>)32/0$%f!.V0-#%ELLMP%Q!0/9%CDDeP%)(9%K#-(0%CDDO;
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K/,'("F% !+% )% V!(9% ,5% (0.0++)-#% +'22/030("% "*)"% 0()&/0+% "*0%3)+.'/!(0%
2,0"% ",% .,(+"-'."% )% 2'&/!.% .*)-)."0-;% i,206+% ?A)""0-% ",,% +,5"% )% /)+"!(:%
3)-V% ",% &0)-@%7,'/9% &0% :!10(% +.!0("!8.% +")(9!(:% !(% "*0% 2*#+!,/,:!.)/%
psychology of Dugald Stewart, who described women’s “muscular sys-
tem” as inferior in strength to men’s, but possessing “a greater degree of 
that mobility by which the principle of sympathetic imitation operates,” 
)(9%"*0-0&#%0>2/)!(!(:%"*0!-%?"0(90(.#%",%3!3!.-#@%JEM\OR%CODF;%T"07)-"%
is an antecedent of Woolf’s satiric portrait of “angry Professor von X” 
in A Room of One’s Own, “engaged in writing his monumental work 
0("!"/09%U*0%A0(")/$%A,-)/$%)(9%i*#+!.)/%B(50-!,-!"#%,5%"*0%Q03)/0%T0>@%
JCDDDR%CLF;

In Pope’s epistle, the unrepresented but autonomous woman (“Martha 
K/,'("@F%",%7*,3%"*0%2,03%!+%)99-0++09%)(9%7*,%5-)30+%"*0%.)")/,:'0%
,5%9!+",-"09%"#20+%,20(+%)%"0>"')/%+2).0%5,-%"*0%0>0-.!+0%,5%"*0%2,0"6+%)-";%
H(90-%"*!+%.,(.0!"%+*0%J(,"%A)-"*)%K/,'("%"*0%7,3)($%&'"%"*0%.,(10(-
tional object of address) becomes, to an extent, a projection of the man 
by whose permission she comes into textual being — his own poetic 
?.*)-)."0-@%)'"*,-!d!(:%"*0%-02-0+0(")"!,(%!(%"*0%8()/%7,-9R

U*0%:0(6-,'+%k,9$%7*,%4!"%)(9%k,/9%-08(0+$
And ripens Spirits as he ripens Mines,
Kept Dross for Duchesses, the world shall know it,
U,%#,'%:)10%T0(+0$%k,,9h*'3,'-$%)(9%)%i,0";%Ji,20%EL[eR%\[LF

U*0%?7,3)(%,5%.*)-)."0-@%J*0-0$%&#%!32/!.)"!,($%,(/#%A)-"*)%K/,'("F%!+%
known by her reservation both from the body of the poem and from the 
2'&/!.%+2*0-0;%G0-%.*)-)."0-%)+%)%/)9#%9020(9+%W%!(%"*!+%!320-+,()"!,(%
of her character by a man — upon her neither representing herself, nor 
&0!(:%-02-0+0("09$%!(%3)-V0"2/).0%,-%"0>";%=(9%#0"%*0-0%!+%"*0%2,0"%3)V-
!(:%*0-%-02-0+0(")"!,(%)%3)-V0")&/0%.,33,9!"#%!(%*!+%2,03;%G0-%?!(8-
nite variety” of private character stabilizes in the poetic character of the 
+20)V0-;

As objects of fascinating difference to the gaze of the male poet-ob-
server, Pope’s characterless women imply, paradoxically, both a realm 
of domestic, “private” experience controlled by the formal constraints 
imposed by poetic decorum, and a mobile, anarchic world of surfaces 
)(9%20-5,-3)(.0+% !(!3!.)/% ",%.,("!(','+%,-% !("0:-)/% !90("!"#;6 With no 

6 Questions of gender in relation to Pope’s poetic voices are complex; there has been 
much recent discussion of the poems’ ambiguous play with images of “manliness” and “ef-
503!().#;@%T00$%5,-%0>)32/0$%G'("0-%CDDMR%EaD55%)(9%N,*0(%ELLL%)(9%ELL[;
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representative or public “character” to sustain, the women of no charac-
ter represented in the epistle were weathervanes of impulse, condemned 
(like Woolf’s Katharine Hilbery in Night and Day to “rambl[e] over an 
!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#%,5% "*,':*"+% "*)"%70-0% ",,% 5,,/!+*% ",%&0%()309@% jELELR%
OL[lF;%B5%"*!+%7)+%"*0!-%0>!+"0("!)/%)(9%0"*!.)/%2/!:*"%!(%)%+,.!)/!d09%7,-/9%
(such is the cultural critique of the poem), it equally made the rhetorical 
8:'-0%,5%?7,3)(@%2,0"!.)//#%)1)!/)&/0% ",%-0:!+"0-%2)++!(:% !32-0++!,(+%
of experience; they became the vehicles and the containers of the sensa-
"!,(!+"%0"*!.+%)(9%)0+"*0"!.+%,5%"*0%/)"0-%^(/!:*"0(30(";%B(%"*0%/!"0-)"'-0%
of sensibility the process of socialization was also, for women, about 
self-reservation from public scrutiny, with the home becoming a sym-
&,/!.%/,.)"!,(%,5%3,-)/%5,-3)"!,(;%T0/5h-0Z0."!,(%!(%)%2-!1)"0%J.,(+"-'09%
in opposition to a “public”) sphere is one of the conditions on which 
(!(0"00("*h.0("'-#%-0)/!+"%8."!,(%7,'/9%.,30%",%9020(9;%

As already implied, in eighteenth-century moral economies not only 
gender but class was a determinant of character representation: only 
those in a position to commodify themselves and others in the symbolic 
exchanges of the marketplace or social hierarchies possessed a public 
?.*)-)."0-;@%B(%)%-0&0//!,'+%:0+"'-0%+!:()/!(:%7*)"%7,'/9%+'&+0<'0("/#%
be regarded as a “Romantic” re-evaluation of class and character repre-
+0(")"!,($%_,&0-"%K'-(+6+%I,//#%K0::)-+%3)90%"*0%2,!("%"*)"%)..,'(")&/0%
character was a privilege, and a burden, of status:

What is TITLE, what is TREASURE,
 What is REPUTATION’S%.)-0c
If we lead a life of pleasure,
’Tis no matter HOW or WHERE;%
;%;%;
Life is all a VARIORUM,
We regard not how it goes;
Let them cant about DECORUM,
4*,%*)10%.*)-)."0-%",%/,+0;%JEL[LR%E[LF

U*0%K0::)-+%)-0%.*)-)."0-+%&#%1!-"'0%,5%*)1!(:%9!+20(+09%7!"*%?.*)-).-
"0-@%)+%)%3)-V0")&/0%",V0(%,5%-0+20.")&!/!"#;%U*0%?f)-!,-'3@%-03!(9+%'+%
not only of the conventional association between character and consis-
"0(.#$%&'"%)/+,%,5%"*0%"0>"')/%.,((,")"!,(+%,5%!"+%-02-0+0(")"!,(;%
_0'(!"!(:%.,(.0-(+%,5%./)++%)(9%:0(90-$%K'-(+6+%.,("032,-)-#%I)(0"%

Little (the so-called “poetic Milkmaid”) pointed out with some acerbity 
that the “characterless” card was one a man could afford to play as a 
7,3)(%+!32/#%.,'/9%(,";%=5"0-%)//$%!"%7)+%2-0.!+0/#%)%3)+.'/!(0%.)-0/0++-
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ness about “decorum” that might lead to a permanent loss of a woman’s 
?.*)-)."0-;@%U*!+%7)+%&,"*%"*0%2/!:*"%)(9%"*0%,22,-"'(!"#%,5%A,//%Q/)(-
ders, who, having lost her character, could go anywhere but was nobody 
J'("!/%+*0%-05)+*!,(09%*0-%+,.!)/%+")(9!(:%!(%=30-!.)F;%=%7-!"!(:%7,3)(%
risks the double loss of personal and poetic reputation when she dares to 
project herself out of the closet:

Burns, I’m tauld, can write wi’ ease,
An’ a’ denominations please; 
Can wi’ uncommon glee impart
=%'+05'6%/0++,(%",%"*0%*0)-"P%;%;%;%
Of politics can talk wi’ skill,
m,-%9)-0%"*0%.-!"!.+%&/)30%*!+%<'!//;%
%K'"%"*0(%)%-'+"!.%.,'("-#%<'0)(
U,%7-!"0%W%7)+%060-%"*0%/!V0%,6"%+00(c
A milkmaid poem-books to print;
A)!-%8"%+*0%7)9%*0-%9)!-#%"0("%;%;%;%
Does she, poor silly thing, pretend
U*0%3)((0-+%,5%,'-%):0%",%30(9c%
;%;%;%
 All this and more, a critic said;
I heard and slunk behind the shadea

Janet Little fashioned a poetic voice out of skepticism that a woman, and, 
in particular, a working-class woman, might ever be permitted to repre-
+0("$%-)"*0-%"*)(%",%&0%"*0%,&`0."%,5%-02-0+0(")"!,(;%G0-%2,0"-#%J/!V0%3)(#%
0!:*"00("*h.0("'-#%2,-"-)#)/+%,5% /,70-h./)++%)(9%+0-1)("%8:'-0+F%7!"*-
holds private character from scrutiny and preserves or reserves identity 
5-,3%2'&/!.%5'(."!,(;%U*0%<'0+"!,(%,5%7*0"*0-%7,30(%)-0%?&#%()"'-0@%
.)2)&/0%,5%-0Z0."!,(%&0#,(9%"*0%()-.!++!+3%,5%"*0%./,+0"%)(9%"*0%+#32)-
thetic mirroring of male projections, cannot be disentangled from their 
"0>"')/%-02-0+0(")"!,(;%B"%5,-0:-,'(9+%"*0%2)-)9,>%"*)"%7,30(%)-0%)"%,(.0%
“characterless,” and have more ?.*)-)."0-%",%/,+0@%"*)(%30(;%="%"*0%+)30%
time, the performative aspects of female character seeking to escape its 
social constraints that resonate so jarringly with the poetic decorum of 
"*0% *0-,!.% .,'2/0"% +'::0+"% "*)"% 2'&/!.% )(9% 2-!1)"0%7!//% (,"% 8(9% +")&/0%
)/!:(30("%!(%)%:0(90-09%9#)9%J+00%m'++&)'3%ELMOF;
i,206+%.*)-)."0-/0++%7,30($%"*0($%+*)-0%"*0!-%-02-0+0(")"!,()/%Z'!9-

!"#%7!"*%-02-0+0(")"!10+%,5%10-#%9!550-0("%+,.!)/%+")"'+;%=%8:'-0%/!V0%A,//%

a%I)(0"%X!""/0$%?k!10(%",%)%X)9#%7*,%=+V09%A0%",%4-!"0%)%i,03@%JEaLCFR%http://digital.
lib.ucdavis.edu/projects/bwrp/Works/LittJPoeti.htm#p113%JI'(0%\$%CDEEF;
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Q/)(90-+$%7*,%)+%"*0%/0:)/%*!+",-!)(%m!.,/)%X).0#%*)+%(,"09%JCDDMR%eF$%
is “a thoroughly autonomous woman, brimming with agency and enter-
2-!+0$@%!+%)/+,$%!(%2,/!"0%"0-3+$%)%7,3)(%,5%(,%.*)-)."0-%)"%)//;%U*0%+)30%
year as Night and Day, Woolf’s 1919 celebration of Defoe (which, like 
Between the Acts, forebodes the “approaching dissolution” of a world) is 
2-0,..'2!09%7!"*%503)/0%.*)-)."0-+$%A,//%)(9%_,>)()$%7*,+0%8."!,()/%
destinies whirl them anchorless around the very margins of social exis-
"0(.0;%?U*0%&-!+V(0++%,5%jA,//6+l%+",-#%!+%9'0%;%;%;%",%"*0%5)."%"*)"%*)1!(:%
transgressed the accepted laws at a very early age she has henceforth 
"*0%5-009,3%,5%"*0%,'".)+"@%JELMOR%[OF;%T*0%!+%)%7,3)(%,5%(,%.*)-)."0-;%
This questionable freedom, Woolf suggests, is what releases her to lively 
representation: “the list of the qualities and graces of this seasoned old 
+!((0-%!+%&#%(,%30)(+%0>*)'+"09@%J[\F;%A,//%)(9%*0-%5-!0(9+$%+*0%7-!"0+$%
delighted Defoe and delight his reader for their “courage and resource 
)(9%"0().!"#;%;%;%;%U*0!-%5,-"'(0+%*)9%"*)"%!(8()"0%j+!.l%1)-!0"#%7*!.*%*0%
2-)!+09%)(9%-0/!+*09%)(9%&0*0/9%7!"*%7,(90-%!(%*!+%,7(%/!50@%J[MF;%=:)!(%
70%8(9%"*0%?)(,(#3,'+%:/,-#@%,5%+0/5h9!++,/'"!,(%"-)(+50--09%5-,3%"*0%
)'"*,-6+%.*)-)."0-%",%*!+%8."!,()/%.*)-)."0-+;

A century before Woolf’s essay on Defoe, and a century after Defoe 
wrote, William Hazlitt (a master of the form from whom she learned a 
great deal about pacing and pithiness) picked up Enobarbus’s praise as a 
shorthand for the capacities of the imagination: “that faculty which rep-
resents objects, not as they are in themselves, but as they are moulded by 
,"*0-%"*,':*"+%)(9%500/!(:+$%!(",%)(%!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#%,5%+*)20+%)(9%.,3&!-
()"!,(+%,5%2,70-@%JELDC$%fR%OF;%N,h,2"!(:%"*0%2*-)+0%",%"*0%.*)-)."0-h.-0-
ating capacity itself, Hazlitt wrote “Shakspeare [sic] is almost the only 
poet of whom it may be said, that

“Age cannot wither, nor custom stale
%G!+%!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#;@

His nice touches of individual character, and marking of its different gra-
dations, have been often admired; but the instances have not been ex-
*)'+"09$%&0.)'+0%"*0#%)-0%!(0>*)'+"!&/0;%JEMEa$%BR%CDaF

In Hazlitt’s Romantic redaction, the male author, Shakespeare, co-opts 
the chameleon characteristics of feminine sensibility exhibited by his 
.*)-)."0-%N/0,2)"-);

About the same time, Jane Austen’s Anne Elliot in Persuasion%JEMEMF%
2-0+0("09%)%9!550-0("%!(Z0."!,(%,(%"*0%-,/0%,5%"*0%.*)-)."0-/0++%7,3)(;%
?T*0%7)+%,(/#%=((0;% ;% ;% ;%=((0% !+%(,&,9#@%W%&'"%*0-% /).V%,5%)%1,!.0%
is in the terms of the novel an indication of constant character; in self-
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2-,`0."!,($%=((0%!+%"*0%10-#%)("!"*0+!+%,5%N/0,2)"-)6+%!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#;%G0-%
passion for Wentworth has been subdued to the persuasion of others, but 
not erased; she has become estranged from the authentic self that the 
(,10/%20-+')90+%'+% +*0%*)+$% )(9% +*0%3'+"%8(9% "*)"% +0/5% ):)!($% -02/).0%
+!/0(.09%+0/5h9!1!+!,(%&#%1,!.09%!("0:-!"#;%U*0%(,10/6+%2/,"%"'-(+%,(%*0-%
awakening capacity to re-persuade herself back into “life” through ac-
V(,7/09:030("%,5%*0-%.,("!('!(:%/,10%5,-%*!3;%U*0%-*0",-!.)/%5'(."!,(%
is not irrelevant: Anne is a passionate embodiment of the novel’s dem-
onstration of how persuasion drives social interaction to direct and shape 
!(9!1!9')/%/!10+;%T*0%!+%)%+"'9#%!(%!"+%+*)2!(:%5,-.0%,(%.*)-)."0-$%)(9%,(%
character’s capacity to resist such pressure; her “self” emerges in the 
tension between public acquiescence and private resistance that allows 
a reader to infer authenticity and integrity of being “behind” the social 
010("+%,5%9!)/,:'0;%B"%!+%"*!+%!(50--09%?+0/5@W%!32/!09%)+%3'.*%!(%7*)"%
is not articulated as in what is — that engages our sympathies with her 
9!/033);%B(%"*!+%+0(+0%"*0%(,10/%!+%`'+"/#%-0:)-909%)+%)%2-,/02"!.%3)+"0--
2!0.0%,5%f!.",-!)(%-0)/!+3;

Persuasion sets out the gendered nature of relationships between 
.*)-)."0-%)(9%-02-0+0(")"!,(%-)"*0-%&/0)V/#;%B(%)%2-!1)"0%.,(10-+)"!,(%!(%)%
9-)7!(:%-,,3%5'//%,5%20,2/0%!(%K)"*$%G)-1!//0%)(9%=((0%90&)"0%"*0%-0/)-
"!10%.,(+")(.#%,5%30(%)(9%7,30(%!(%/,10;%40("7,-"*%+!"+%(0)-&#$%,+"0(-
+!&/#%7-!"!(:$%&'"%-0Z0."!(:%"*0%.,(10-+)"!,(6+%3,1030("%!(%*!+%"*,':*"+P%
the scene’s dramatic irony speaks to the still-unresolved relationship be-
"700(% "*03;%=((0%)..02"+%i,206+%9!1!+!,(%&0"700(%2'&/!.%):0(.#%)(9%
private consciousness, but draws the reverse conclusion about its effect 
on female character more generally:

?40%.0-")!(/#%9,%(,"%5,-:0"%#,'$%+,%+,,(%)+%#,'%5,-:0"%'+;%B"%!+$%20-*)2+$%
,'-%5)"0%-)"*0-%"*)(%,'-%30-!";%40%.)((,"%*0/2%,'-+0/10+;%40%/!10%)"%*,30$%
<'!0"$%.,(8(09$%)(9%,'-%500/!(:+%2-0#%'2,(%'+;%Y,'%)-0%5,-.09%,(%0>0-"!,(;%
Y,'%*)10%)/7)#+%)%2-,50++!,($%2'-+'!"+$%&'+!(0++%,5%+,30%+,-"%,-%,"*0-$%",%
take you back into the world immediately, and continual occupation and 
.*)(:0%+,,(%70)V0(%!32-0++!,(+;@%JC\eF

4,30(6+%.*)-)."0-+$%"*)"%!+$%)-0%5,-309%!(%+0/5h-0Z0."!,(%)(9%+0<'0+"-)-
tion, and therefore their love for men, once established, is not subject 
to change or distraction; men’s characters change with the contingency 
,5%"*0%"-)(+)."!,(+%"*)"%908(0%"*03;%A0(%/!10%!(%)%7,-/9%,5%2'&/!.%"!30$%
an onward narrative of progress, and the impression made on them by 
/,10%+,,(%70)V0(+%'(90-%2-0++'-0%,5%,"*0-%2'-+'!"+P%7,30($%.,(8(09%!(%
the domestic sphere, experience time as duration and endurance — that 
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/!1!(:h(0++%,5%.,("!(')(.0%B%-050--09%",%0)-/!0-;%4*0(%)%3)(%!+%)%+,/9!0-%,-%
sailor or statesman, he is only that, and forgets his affective relationships 
(those metaphorical transactions of feeling between individuals that are 
"*0%&)+!+%,5%+#32)"*#F;%=%7,3)(6+%.*)-)."0-$%,(%"*0%,"*0-%*)(9$%!+%90-
8(09%&#%"*0+0%3,1030("+%,5%"*0%*0)-"%0(9'-09%)(9%!("0(+!809%&#%/).V%,5%
0>"0-()/%9!+"-)."!,(;

Harville appropriates literature to his argument: “all histories are 
):)!(+"%#,'$%)//%+",-!0+$%2-,+0%)(9%10-+0;%;%;%;%T,(:+%)(9%2-,10-&+%)//%")/V%
,5%7,30(6+%8.V/0(0++;@%Y0+$%+*0%):-00+$%)(9%"*0#%)-0%)//%7-!""0(%&#%30(R%
?^9'.)"!,(%*)+%&00(%"*0!-+%;%;%;%"*0%20(%*)+%&00(%!(%"*0!-%*)(9+;%B%7!//%(,"%
)//,7%&,,V+%",%2-,10%)(#%"*!(:@%JC\O]\\F%W%(0)"/#%-03!(9!(:%"*0%-0)90-%
that identifying with character is an implicit compact between writing 
)(9%-0)9!(:%",%0550."%20-+')+!,(%&#%,../'9!(:%"*0%8."!,()/%()"'-0%,5%-02-
-0+0(")"!,(;% ^>)."/#% "*!+% 2,!("% !+%3)90%W%7!"*% )% (0)"% +*!5"% !(% :0(90-%
W%&#%G070"%",%_).*0/%f!(-).0%!(%4,,/56+%8-+"%(,10/%The Voyage Out 
(1915): “Of course we’re always writing about women — abusing them, 
or jeering at them, or worshipping them; but it’s never come from women 
"*03+0/10+@%JELLD)R%CC\F;%U*0%)//'+!,(%!+%(,"%-)(9,3R%='+"0(6+%Persua-
sion%3)V0+%)%+3)//%&'"%+!:(!8.)("%)220)-)(.0%!(%"*0%(,10/6+%0>2,+!"!,(%
W%)%*!("%"*)"%4,,/56+%-0)90-%7,'/9%&0%0>20."09%",%")V0;%=((06+%!("0-()/%
dialogues register the embodied component of character in her reactions 
",%"*0%/!10/#%Z,7%,5%.,(10-+)"!,()/%0>.*)(:0%)-,'(9%*0-P%)"%3,30("+%*0-%
&-0)"*% !+% /!"0-)//#% +"!Z09$% 2-0./'9!(:% +0/5h0>2-0++!,(;%G0-% .*)-)."0-% -0-
sides in these implied private “feelings”; they are a product of a style that 
!("0-()/!d0+%1,!.0%)+% "*!(V!(:%?,10-*0)-9@%&#% "*0% -0)90-;%=((06+% +"#/0$%
the style of self-expression silenced in deference to others, is her refuge 
in singularity, her manner of coping with her single state until time shall 
-09003%!"%!(%"*0%-0h)220)-)(.0%,5%40("7,-"*%)+%*0-%+'!",-;%

Devoted to subduing her love’s expression, Anne is a person without 
interest for the other characters in the novel, while the narrator gives the 
reader privileged access to those habits of character that would have been 
approved by eighteenth-century moralists: steadfastness in adversity, in-
"0:-!"#$%500/!(:%5,-%"*0%3!+5,-"'(0+%,5%,"*0-+$%)(9%+,%,(;%Q,-%3,+"%,5%"*0%
(,10/%+*0%!+%J/!V0%A)-"*)%K/,'("%!(%i,206+%2,03F%./,+0"09$%-0+0-109%5-,3%
the public “view” of other characters, but known to the reader through 
the conversational interactions of that represented space of shared sub-
`0."!1!"#%)-"!.'/)"09%&#%"*0%()--)"!10%1,!.0;%T*0%!+%J)(9%"*!+%3)#%&0%,(0%
reason why the novel appealed to Woolf more than its Victorian succes-
sors Middlemarch or The Portrait of a Lady) endowed with a power of 
!("0-()/%-0Z0."!,(%(,"%"*-,':*%"*0%3):!+"0-!)/%309!)"!,(%,5%)(%)//h+00!(:%
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narrator who arranges a pivotal scene of self-revelation accomplished 
!(% )% .*)-)."0-6+% +0/5h-0Z0."!,(% J/!V0% g,-,"*0)% K-,,V06+% ,-% /!V0% B+)&0/%
=-.*0-6+% 5)3,'+%3!9(!:*"%309!")"!,(% !(%N*)2"0-%OC%,5%G0(-#%I)30+6+%
novel), but because the reader is invited to imagine Anne as continu-
ously conscious through painful introspection anterior to the passionate 
0>2-0++!,(%,5%/,++%"*)"%2-,20/+%"*!+%+.0(0%!(",%"*0%-0)90-6+%+#32)"*!0+;%
That is, we are invited to create her character in Humean fashion as uni-
809%)(9%.,("!(','+%"*-,':*%"*0%2-,`0."!10%)."!1!"#%,5%,'-%,7(%303,-#%
and imagination, and to “read” her feelings (as at a different point in the 
novel she attempts to read Wentworth’s and her own) in relation to a past 
7*!.*%!+%)/7)#+%2-0+0("%",%*0-;%=((0%*)+$%!"%!+%!32/!09$%)(%):,(!+"!.%.*)--
acter beyond representation or self-representation; condemned to suffer 
because she may not speak her feelings in the hearing of others, her char-
)."0-%!+%",%&0%.*)-)."0-/0++;%40%)-0%&0:!((!(:%",%)22-,).*%+,30"*!(:%/!V0%
"*0%0>20-!30(")/%-02-0+0(")"!,(%,5%4,,/56+%A-+%T7!"*!(;
T!3!/)-%.,(.0-(+%030-:0%!(%(!(0"00("*h.0("'-#%"-)(+)"/)("!.%.,("0>"+;%

=%.)+0%+"'9#%!(%"*!+%+",-#%,5%.*)-)."0-$%.*)-)."0-/0++(0++$%)(9%!(8(!"0%1)-
riety emerges in the literary career of a — now — much less well-known 
503!(!+"%7-!"0-%,5%"*0%(!(0"00("*h.0("'-#%=30-!.);%̂ /!d)&0"*%b)V0+%T3!"*%
7)+%!(%"*0%/)"0%EMeD+%5,-.09%&#%5)!/'-0%,5%*0-%*'+&)(96+%!(10+"30("+%",%
become primarily responsible not only for raising their family but for 
!"+%+'&+!+"0(.0P%/!V0%*0-%K-!"!+*%.,("032,-)-#%A)-:)-0"%b/!2*)("$%b)V0+%
T3!"*%2'&/!+*09%2-,/!8.)//#%).-,++%3,-0%"*)(%*)/5%,5%"*0%(!(0"00("*%.0(-
tury: articles, novels, poems, children’s literature, essays on women’s 
!++'0+% )(9%,(%m)"!10%=30-!.)(%.'/"'-0$% )(9%)(%'(8(!+*09%)'",&!,:-)-
2*#;%U*0%2*0(,30()/%,'"2'"%,5% "*!+% )."!10%3)(#h1,!.09%2)-"!.!2)("% !(%
"*0%/!"0-)-#%3)-V0"2/).0%&0"700(%EMeM%)(9%EMLD%5)//+%!(",%:0(0-!.%2*)+0+%
!90("!8)&/0%&#%+*!5"+%!(%*0-%/!"0-)-#%+!:()"'-0%,-%?2'&/!.%.*)-)."0-@R%!(!-
tially, novels, sentimental stories, and poems in genteel publications like 
the Ladies’ Companion and Godey’s Lady’s Book, which she published 
0!"*0-%)(,(#3,'+/#%,-%!(%*0-%3)--!09%()30P%5-,3%"*0%EMOD+%"*0+0%70-0%
supplemented and eventually supplanted by literary and moral essays 
over non-committal initials and an extravagant heteronym, “Ernest Helf-
0(+"0!(@%J7*,3%+*0%V!//09%,55%!(%EMOMF$%)(9%8()//#%W%*0-%()30%*)1!(:%
itself become a marketable commodity — political essays and reviews 
with popular social reach in the New York Tribune and Phrenological 
Journal of Science and Health, in the written character she had made her 
,7($%)+%?^/!d)&0"*%b)V0+%T3!"*;@

This literary trajectory corresponded to shifts in focus of her life, 
from homemaker combining the domestic roles of wife and mother with 
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"*,+0%,5%&-0)97!((0-$%",%2'&/!.%8:'-0R%/0."'-0-$%503!(!+"$%)(9%0++)#!+"P%"*0%
serial self-naming achieved sequential correspondence between the au-
thor’s successive personations and the “character” of her writing for dif-
50-0("%)'9!0(.0+;%b)V0+%T3!"*%,550-09%*0-+0/5%",%"*0%2'&/!.%)-0()$%)+%)(%
03&,9!09%,>#3,-,(R%)%Z'!9/#%20-5,-3)"!10% !90("!"#%7*,+0%20-+')+!10%
2,70-%/)#%!(%"*0%2-,`0."09%!("0:-!"#%,5%*0-%7,3)(*,,9;M Her emergence 
)+%)%2,/!"!.)/%)."!1!+"%)(9%-05,-30-%!(%EM\E%0>2,+09%*0-%7-!"!(:%",%)(%0>-
).0-&)"09%10-+!,(%,5%"*0%9,'&/0%-0Z0."!10(0++%,5%.*)-)."0-%)(9%-02-0+0(-
tation in women, as this opened out in nineteenth-century America from 
the domain of literary to political representation, and from the domestic 
+.0(0%,5%-0)9!(:%",%"*)"%,5%"*0%2'&/!.%2/)"5,-3;9 As an advocate of female 
suffrage she argued that in order to explore and express their own indi-
viduality women needed to be freed from ascribed character which kept 
"*03%!(%9,30+"!.!"#%)(9%+'&`0."!1!"#;%T*0%7)+%20-50."/#%)7)-0%"*)"%!(%+,%
doing, they exposed themselves to the instabilities and uncertain reac-
tions elicited by passionate performance, and lost the social protection of 
?.*)-)."0-;@%U*!+%!+%"*0%V!(9%,5%-0+2,(+0%A)-"*)%K/,'("%3!:*"%*)10%7-!"-
"0(%",%i,20;%B"%!+$%)/+,$%)%"*,':*"%&0*!(9%f!-:!(!)%4,,/56+%3,+"%5)3,'+%
essay on woman’s self-expression, A Room of One’s Own;

Oakes Smith’s essay “Characterless Women” published in Graham’s 
American Monthly%!(%b.",&0-%EMOC%0>2/,-09%2-0.!+0/#%"*!+%2)-)9,>$%!(-
1,V!(:%"*0%,22-0++!10(0++%,5%+,.!)//#%)+.-!&09%.*)-)."0-;%T'.*%)%?.*)-).-
ter,” she argued, makes a woman vulnerable to being represented, “taken” 
&#%)(%,&+0-10-;%?40%")/V%,5%1)!(%7,30($%.,<'0""!+*$%3)+.'/!(0$%+0(+!&/0$%
9'//$%7!""#$%o.;$%-'((!(:%"*-,':*%)//%"*0%9050."!10%:-)90+%,5%.*)-)."0-;@%B"%
is “the crowning grace of womanhood,” on the other hand, “that she is 
.*)-)."0-/0++;@%=%"-'0%7,3)($%+*0%70("%,($%/!V0%T*)V0+20)-06+%N/0,2)"-)%
?)%.-0)"'-0%,5%!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#@%JT3!"*$%<',"!(:%T*)V0+20)-0$%EMOCR%ELLF$%
7!//% 20-2/0>% !90("!8.)"!,(%&#%*0-%3'/"!2/!.!"#%,5%2)++!,()"0% +0/5h-02-0-
sentations; the powerful contradictory responses these arouse in Antony 
7!"*!(%"*0%2/)#%01,V0%)%.,--0+2,(9!(:%-0+2,(+0%!(%"*0%'(+20.!809%.,(-
"!(:0("%&,9#%"*)"%!+%"*0%"*0)"0-%)'9!0(.0%,5%)(#%2)-"!.'/)-%20-5,-3)(.0;%

M%In this respect she reads as an exemplary instance of the essentially performative nature 
,5%:0(90-%-0.0("/#%"*0,-!d09%&#%I'9!"*%K'"/0-P%+00$%0+20.!)//#%K'"/0-%ELLL;%b(%"*0%=30-!.)(%
?.'/"%,5%"-'0%7,3)(*,,9$@%+00%40/"0-%ELa[;

9 Harriet Martineau’s account of her travels in America made a caustic note of the treat-
30("%)..,-909%",%503)/0%+'55-):!+"+%)"%2'&/!.%300"!(:+$%)+%-0Z0."!(:%"*0%?2,/!"!.)/%(,(h0>-
istence of women” in the United States; see her Society in America (London: Saunders & 
b"/0#$%EMeaF;%
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?N*)-)."0-@%3)#%&0%90+!:()"09P%?!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#$@%&#%.,("-)+"$%0>.009+%
"*0%.)2).!"#%,5%-02-0+0(")"!,(;%U*!+%V!(9%,5%.*)-)."0-/0++(0++%-02-0+0("+%
"*0%)&!/!"#%",%0+.)20%"*0%.,(8(0+%,5%)+.-!&09%!90("!"#P%!"%+003+%",%2,!("%",%
an idea of pure, “free” being beyond social projection and containment, 
)"%,(.0% !(9020(90("% )(9% -0+2,(+!10/#% -0/)"09;%=%.*)-)."0-/0++%7,3)($%
writes Oakes Smith, is “equal to all contingencies”; her “faculties or 
powers are developed by circumstances, rather than by spontaneous ac-
tion; and this implies the possession of all that is peculiar to her sex, 
&'"%)//%!(%*)-3,(!,'+%)9`'+"30("@%JEMOCR%ELLF;%U*0%0++)#%9!+"!(:'!+*09$%
that is, a responsive self-expressivity from the Romantic interiority that 
5,'(9% !"+% )2,"*0,+!+% !($% 5,-% 0>)32/0$%N,/0-!9:06+%G)3/0";% B"% 2-,2,+09%
"*0%Z'!9!"#%,5%.*)-)."0-h!(h.,("0>"$%2-0.!+0/#%(,"%.,(")!()&/0%&#%)%/0:!&/0%
/0)9!(:%"-)!"%,-%?-'/!(:%2)++!,(;@

The social reality recognized by Oakes Smith, however, was that fe-
male behavior was bound by the constraints of class; required to sustain 
the “character” of respectability in economic adversity, her language 
kept the revolutionary possibility of female character carefully contained 
within the universally acknowledged representations of “Shakespeare,” 
"*0%).V(,7/09:09%3)/0%)'"*,-!"#%,(% 503)/0%.*)-)."0-% JELCOR%\[F;%U*0%
-02-0+0(")"!,(%)"%!++'0%7)+%(,"%2,/!"!.)/%&'"%"*0)"-!.)/;%Q-,3%)%503!(!+"%
perspective, this might seem like a failure of purpose; but there may be 
+,30"*!(:%3,-0% !("0-0+"!(:% :,!(:% ,(;% Q!(9!(:% *0-% 0>)32/0+% ,5% ?.*)--
acterless women” in Shakespeare’s plays, Oakes Smith emphasized the 
performative over the reserved nature of character and (again in contrast 
to male Shakespearians) insisted on the dramatic exchange involved in 
!"+%-02-0+0(")"!,($%)+%)%"-)(+)."!,(%&0"700(%20-5,-30-%)(9%,&+0-10-;%N-'-
.!)//#$%"*,':*$%"*!+%9!9%(,"%!(1,/10%-0Z0."!,(%"*-,':*%3)/0%+'&`0."!1!"#;%
The characters she was interested in were precisely not those like Hamlet 
whose interior self-wrestlings were empathized into self-expression by 
the Romantic critics of closet Shakespeare and pursued in nineteenth-
century novels of psychological realism, but those like Cleopatra or Ro-
salind who played out their multifarious modes of being on a very public 
+"):0;%Q,-0:-,'(9!(:% "*0%0>!+"0(.0%,5% "*0+0%.*)-)."0-/0++%.*)-)."0-+% !(%
"*0%0>.*)(:0%,5%9-)3)"!.%-02-0+0(")"!,($%20-5,-3)(.0%-)"*0-%"*)(%-0Z0.-
"!,(%&0.)30%"*0%+.0(0%,5%2-,`0."09%!90("!"#;%i'&/!.%-02-0+0(")"!,(%3!:*"%
3)+V%2-!1)"0%+'&10-+!,(;%

Oakes Smith herself did, indeed, have “a character to lose,” and her 
associates were afraid that she was on the brink of throwing it away: her 
90+!-0%",%*0)-%Q)((#%4-!:*"%/0."'-0%)"%N/!(",(%G)//%!(%m07%Y,-V%!(%EMeL%
aroused scandal amongst friends and relatives, who did not object to her 
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“progressive proclivities” so long as these were not exercised in public 
JELCOR%MCF;10%G0-%)""0(9)(.0%0>2/!.!"/#%Z,'"09%"*0%7)-(!(:%!++'09%&#%"*0%
General Association of Massachusetts on the occasion of her abolition-
!+"%.,//0):'0%=(:0/!()%k-!3V06+% /0."'-0% ",'-% !(%EMeaR%?40%.)((,"% ;% ;% ;%
countenance any of that sex who so far forget themselves as to itinerate 
!(%"*0%.*)-)."0-%,5%2'&/!.%/0."'-0-+%)(9%"0).*0-+;@11%K'"%*0-%!(+!+"0(.0%,(%
femininity as a positive aspect of feminism — that woman in a domestic 
context was not, simply, at best a “softer man,” but a being who could 
perform in several contexts — brought her into trouble with fellow suf-
5-):!+"+;%?U,%30%)%7,3)(%7!"*,'"%+*)90+%,5%.*)-)."0-%W%7!"*,'"%"*0%"0(-
derness of sex, while she is endowed with passions akin to manhood, is 
an anomaly” (Wiltenburg \ODF;%i0-5,-309%,>#3,-,(+%.)(%&0%"-,'&/!(:;%
Her presidency over the platform at the Syracuse convention for wom-
0(6+%+'55-):0%,5%EM\C%7)+%10",09%&#%T'+)(%K;%=("*,(#%7*0(%+*0%"'-(09%
up wearing a fancy low-cut white dress rather than the obligatory male-
!320-+,()"!(:%K/,,30-+;%g!+2/)#!(:%*0-+0/5%,(%"*0%+"):0%!(%"*0%'(+'//!09%
costume of “private” womanhood she made the paradoxes of represen-
tation all too apparent — and avoided the caricatured representation of 
3)/0%.)-",,(!+"+;%K'"%7*)"$%,-%7*,$%"*0-05,-0$%was she, this being who 
sent out such confusing semantic signals, in a self-representation that set 
the spectacle of fashion into visual collision with its performative enact-
30("%,5%"*0%-!:*"%,5%7,30(%",%+0/5h-02-0+0(")"!,(c%

The apparent triviality of the issue masks its indication that Oakes 
Smith’s sense of the cultural politics of female character on the public 
stage may have been both more profound and more troubled than that 
,5%*0-%200-+;%_02-0+0("!(:%503)/0%5)+*!,(%!(%"*0%3)-V0"2/).0$%)+%!"%70-0$%
made visible the implication of women as women in the public world 
of consumer economics, and negated assumptions that a woman in the 
2'&/!.%+2*0-0%7)+%+!32/#%)%90()"'-09%3)(;%T*0%.*)//0(:09%"*0%.,(10(-
tionally-understood difference between the stage (the proper location of 
performance) and “the world’s stage” — the domain of reality which re-
<'!-09%.,(5,-3!"#%,5%"*0%20-5,-309%",%.,(10("!,()/%0>20.")"!,(+;%U,%2'"%
it another way, her performance of “womanhood” on the political “stage” 
enacted a metaphor (“whiteness,” candor, or purity of character) so as 
to force on her audience an unwelcome representation of how historical 
-0)/!"#%7)+%!"+0/5%.,(10("!,()//#%90"0-3!(09;

10 The account details how her respectable friends deserted her when she took to the 
2/)"5,-3%)(9%&0.)30%)%?2'&/!.@%8:'-0;

11 p',"09%!(%k'+")5+,(%e\;%
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At one level Oakes Smith’s admiration for Cleopatra was typical of 
Victorian responses to Shakespeare’s Egyptian queen, which hovered 
&0"700(%5)+.!()"!,(%7!"*%*0-%?!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#@%)(9%)/)-3%,10-%*0-%&/)-
")("%+0(+')/!"#;%T*0%7)+%2,-"-)#09%!(%2)!("!(:+%&#%A!//)!+$%=/3)hU)90-
ma, and others; represented in poetry and plays by Tennyson and Shaw, 
)(9%2/)#09%,(%+"):0%&#%B+)&0/%k/#($%X!/#%X)(:"-00$%)(9%T)-)*%K0-(*)-9"%
J4,,/5%7-,"0% )(% 0++)#% )&,'"%T)-)*%K0-(*)-9"$%7*,% 5)+.!()"09%*0-F;%=%
wonderful contemporary anecdote has it that “after watching Sarah as 
Cleopatra, lasciviously entwined in her lover’s arms, an elderly dowager 
was heard to say: ‘How unlike, how very unlike the home life of our own 
90)-%<'00(S6@%Jq!0:/0-$%g,/)($%)(9%_,&0-"+%ELLaR%MeF;%U*0-0%)-0%W%"*0-0%
must be, surely — no incongruities between this queen’s acted and un-
)."09%2)-"+;%
U*0%.'/"'-)/%*!+",-#%,5%N/0,2)"-)6+%-02-0+0(")"!,(%!(%f!.",-!)(%K-!")!(%

!+%+0.'-0$%)(9%*)+%&00(%70//%9,.'30("09;%B%7)("%",%9-)7%,'-%)""0("!,(%
back to the less obvious, but no less pervasive, textual reach of Shake-
speare’s play in discussions of the relationship of character to style 
(which is, after all, what Enobarbus is referring to, in Shakespeare’s 
2/)#F;%K#h2)++!(:% -0)/!+"+%7*,3%4,,/5% 90+2!+09$% B% "'-(% (,7% ",%b+.)-%
Wilde’s dialogue “The Decay of Lying,” as it entered its sardonic protest 
against literary naturalism:

=+%5,-% "*0% !(8(!"0%1)-!0"#%,5%m)"'-0$% "*)"% !+%)%2'-0%3#"*;%B"% !+%(,"% ",%&0%
5,'(9%!(%m)"'-0%*0-+0/5;%B"%-0+!90+%!(%"*0%!3):!()"!,($%,-%5)(.#$%,-%.'/"!-
1)"09%&/!(9(0++%,5%"*0%3)(%7*,%/,,V+%)"%*0-;%JEL[LR%OF
;%;%;
The only real people are the people who never existed, and if a novelist is 
base enough to go to life for his personages he should at least pretend that 
"*0#%)-0%.-0)"!,(+$%)(9%(,"%&,)+"%,5%"*03%)+%.,2!0+;%U*0%`'+"!8.)"!,(%,5%)%
character in a novel is not that other persons are what they are, but that the 
)'"*,-%!+%7*)"%*0%!+;%b"*0-7!+0%"*0%(,10/%!+%(,"%)%7,-V%,5%)-";%JEL[LR%EOF

This, surely, is a further context in which we need to read Woolf’s obser-
1)"!,(+%,(%"*0%?!(8(!"0%1)-!0"#%,5%5)+*!,(+@%!(%+"#/0$%!(%)(%0++)#%7*,+0%
"!"/0%0.*,0+%4!/90$%?U*0%g0.)#%,5%^++)#%4-!"!(:;@%U*0%T*)V0+20)-!)(%
allusion is implanted by association in the “stale” future of new devices 
0("0-")!(09%&#%"*0%7-!"0-%JCDDMR%eF;%=//%2,!("%&).V%",%^(,&)-&'+6+%2,!("%
"*)"%N/0,2)"-)6+% ?!(8(!"0% 1)-!0"#@% !+% )(% 0550."% ,5% )-"!+"-#$% ,5% .,("-,//09%
+0/5h-02-0+0(")"!,(;%U*0%+)30%#0)-%JEMMLF%4)/"0-%i)"0-$%7*,+0%0++)#%,(%
style Woolf must have known, described “literary art” as “the represen-
")"!,(%,5%j0>"0-()/l%5)."%)+%.,((0."09%7!"*%+,'/$%,5%)%+20.!8.%20-+,()/-
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!"#$%!(%!"+%2-050-0(.0+$%!"+%1,/!"!,(%)(9%2,70-;@%U*!+%*0/2+%",%0>2/)!(%"*0%
,"*0-7!+0%2'dd/!(:%.,((0."!,(%&0"700(%4,,/56+%)93!-)"!,(%5,-%"*0%Z)"/#%
denotative style of Defoe and that experimental stream-of-consciousness 
she developed to render the continually forming and dissolving texture 
of experience which is character:

Such is the matter of imaginative or artistic literature — this transcript, 
not of mere fact, but of fact in its !"#"!$%&'()!%$*$%)+%3,9!809%&#%*'3)(%
2-050-0(.0%!(%)//%!"+%!(8(!"0/#%1)-!09%5,-3+;%B"%7!//%&0%:,,9%/!"0-)-#%)-"%(,"%
because it is brilliant or sober, or rich, or impulsive, or severe, but just in 
2-,2,-"!,(%)+%!"+%-02-0+0(")"!,(%,5%"*)"%+0(+0$%"*)"%+,'/h5)."$%!+%"-'0;%;%;%;%U*)"%
imaginative prose should be the special and opportune art of the modern 
7,-/9%-0+'/"+%5-,3%"7,%!32,-")("%5)."+%)&,'"%"*0%/)""0-R%8-+"$%"*0%.*),"!.%
variety and complexity of its interests, making the intellectual issue, the 
-0)//#%3)+"0-%.'--0("+%,5%"*0%2-0+0("%"!30%!(.)/.'/)&/0%;%;%;%)(9%+0.,(9/#$%)(%
all-pervading naturalism, a curiosity about everything whatever as it re-
ally is, involving a certain humility of attitude, cognate to what must, after 
)//$%&0%"*0%/0++%)3&!"!,'+%5,-3%,5%/!"0-)"'-0;%=(9%2-,+0%"*'+%)++0-"!(:%!"+0/5%
as the special and privileged artistic faculty of the present day, will be, 
however critics may try to narrow its scope, as varied in its excellence as 
*'3)(!"#%!"+0/5%-0Z0."!(:%,(%"*0%5)."+%,5%!"+%/)"0+"%0>20-!0(.0%W%)(%!(+"-'-
ment of many stops, meditative, observant, descriptive, eloquent, analytic, 
2/)!("!10$%50-1!9;%Ji)"0-%EMMLR%a]MP%3#%!")/!.+F

b-%",%")V0%)(,"*0-%2,!("%,5%"-!)(:'/)"!,(R%"*-,':*,'"%"*0%EMMD+%)(9%EMLD+%
(a period when, as an aspirant writer for the theater, he was also peculiar-
ly preoccupied with the performative nature of character as a key point of 
access to reality on the historical stage), Henry James’s attention shifted 
from minute renditions of consciousness in operation to “study of the 
*!+"-!,(!.%.*)-)."0-@%JELMaR%CMF;%B(%The Tragic Muse%JEMLDF%i0"0-%T*0--
ringham, a diplomat who resists having his own character completely de-
+.-!&09%!(%"0-3+%,5%*!+%2-,50++!,($%-0Z0."+%,(%"*0%)."-0++%A!-!)3%_,,"*R

The idea of her having no character of her own came back to him with 
a force that made him laugh in the empty street: this was a disadvantage 
she was so exempt from that he appeared to himself not to have known 
*0-%'("!/%",(!:*";%G0-%.*)-)."0-%7)+%+!32/#%",%*,/9%#,'%&#%"*0%2)-"!.'/)-%
spell; any other — the good-nature of home, the relation to her mother, her 
friends, her lovers, her debts, the practice of virtues or industries or vices 
W%7)+%(,"%7,-"*%+20)V!(:%,5;%U*0+0%"*!(:+%70-0%"*0%8."!,(+%)(9%+*)9,7+P%
"*0%-02-0+0(")"!,(%7)+%"*0%9002%+'&+")(.0;%JELMLR%EDea]eMF

In his view, social and economic relations are inconsequential to Miri-
)36+%3)V0h'2P%+0/5h-02-0+0(")"!,(%J+*0%!+%)(%)."-0++F%!+%010-#"*!(:;%K'"%!(%
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5)."$%"*0%(,10/%+'::0+"+$%A!-!)3%!+%)%"*,-,':*/#%-02-0+0(")"!10%8:'-0$%"*0%
product of her age: in the words of one of those fascinated by her appear-
)(.0+$%+*0%!+%?"*0%:-0)"%3,90-(%20-+,():0@%JC\LF;%X!V0%)(,"*0-%"*,-,':*-
ly modern character, George Eliot’s Rosamond Vincy in Middlemarch, 
who “even acted her own character, and so well, that she did not know 
it to be precisely her own,” Miriam appears to embody an antithesis to a 
Romantic ethos of selfhood, in which “character” is projected, and “iden-
"!"#@%!+%0++0("!)/%JELLOR%EEaF;%i0"0-%K-,,V+%+00+%*0-%)+%)(%03&,9!30("%
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James’s Tragic Muse makes clear, this impression of her observer is itself 
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— the central conundrum of a performative being represented in the text 
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has no character, or whether, being present to Sherringham only in the 
series of roles she performs either on stage or in his company, the reader 
is given — by the narrator, by design — no access to an interiority which 
may, equally well as not, “exist” as an unacted part behind or within the 
"0>";%=//%*0-%3)/0%)93!-0-+%)-0%"-)(+8>09%&#%*0-%20-5,-3)(.0+$%(,(0%*)+%
)..0++%",%?7*,@%+*0%3)#%?&0;@%T*0--!(:*)3%!(%2)-"!.'/)-%!+%5)+.!()"09%
and appalled by the idea that her “identity resided in the continuity of 
her personations, so that she had no moral privacy, as he phrased it to 
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is “an embroidery without a canvas,” continual representation without 
continuous substance; her “character” is not to have no character, but 
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as she is being observed and realized in the representations of another, a 
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relation to the epistemological question about the nature of conscious-
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continuities with the writing it reacts against, or that Pater’s and James’s 
and Wilde’s #"&+%&,!-./%% .,(.0-(+%)("!.!2)"0%*0-% +"#/!+"!.%0>20-!30("+;%
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Certainly there is a case to be made that a continuing preoccupation with 
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ure for feminine potentiality, representing the “dark country” of female 
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Cleopatra, James’s Miriam Rooth, Pater’s style, and Woolf’s self-effac-
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acteristic love of paradox, that nature imitates art rather than the other 
way round, Wilde’s Vivian in “The Decay of Lying” makes the following 
remark on his friendship with a woman “of very curious exotic beauty”:

what interested me most in her was not her beauty, but her character, her 
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up entirely to art, turn her drawing-room into a studio, and spend two or 
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The pageant of history in Between the Acts is an image of the processual 
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ments concludes with “myself” — an impossible ending point, and the 
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consciousness also involves the abandoned potentialities of the selves 
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